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Tieke Packaging are constantly looking for new packaging solutions to help you  

present your products more effectively. Prompted by this motivation we keep 

 surprising our customers with innovative promotional ideas, among other things for:

• textiles                  • stationery                  • do-it-yourself & craft work items

If you want to stimulate the customer to purchase a product, you have to 

create an incentive. Often enough the presentation decides whether a 

product is going to find its way to the till or not. Packagings should not 

conceal the product but show it, so the customer can see and feel its 

qualities, like e.g. the colour shade and softness of bath textiles. We 

tailor each packaging to your individual needs so you can present and 

protect your product in the best possible way. 

As we handle various thicknesses and sizes, our hook packagings can 

cope with lots of formats and weights. 

Reusable or permanent closures, printed or coloured wrappers - we 

always have solutions up our sleeve at a reasonable price. 

As we manufacture ourselves, we are able to promptly and accurately 

fulfil our customers’ wishes. Flexibility and speed are two of our strong 

points and can deliver accordingly, as we always keep sufficient stock in 

our warehouses. 

always the best solution



Thanks to their know-how and experience, Tieke Packaging have now firmly  established 

themselves on the map of the world. Clever logistics permit us to deliver our “optimum 

product presentations” to every continent and our vast warehousing capacities allow 

us to compile your packaging orders from stock on hand.

We have suitable and specific solutions for all your requirements. Simply contact us 

to get some inspiration and advice without any obligations...

...for things can be done in a different way.
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... don’t forget to ask for our reusable hook closures!

simply go for the optimum!


